Conservation of the secondary structure of protein during evolution and the role of the genetic code.
In this communication we demonstrate, in a group of modern proteins, following an algorithm described by Argyle (1980), that the ordination of the amino acids in terms of the most frequent substitutions agrees with the conservation of the alpha-helix, beta-sheet, and beta-turn formation tendencies during evolution. The same correspondence has been demonstrated for the conservation of the physico-chemical properties in the amino acid substitutions. Both parameters are similar in showing higher correlation with the most frequent amino acid substitutions than with the feasibility of changes at the level of the respective codons. Some kind of restrictions for the expression of the genomic changes, due to the conservation of the secondary structure of proteins and/or the physicochemical properties of the substituted amino acids, could account for the differences found between the distribution of the amino acid substitutions and the most probable codon changes.